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Abstract This study analyzes a low-cost reliable real-time

optical monitoring platform for fused filament fabrication-

based open source 3D printing. An algorithm for recon-

structing 3D images from overlapping 2D intensity mea-

surements with relaxed camera positioning requirements is

compared with a single-camera solution for single-side 3D

printing monitoring. The algorithms are tested for different

3D object geometries and filament colors. The results

showed that both of the algorithms with a single- and

double-camera system were effective at detecting a clog-

ged nozzle, incomplete project, or loss of filament for a

wide range of 3D object geometries and filament colors.

The combined approach was the most effective and

achieves 100% detection rate for failures. The combined

method analyzed here has a better detection rate and a

lower cost compared to previous methods. In addition, this

method is generalizable to a wide range of 3D printer

geometries, which enables further deployment of desktop

3D printing as wasted print time and filament are reduced,

thereby improving the economic advantages of distributed

manufacturing.

Keywords Real-time monitoring � 3D printing � Optical

monitoring � RepRap � Open hardware � Quality assurance

1 Introduction

As the Stratasys patent [1] expired on fused deposition

modeling (FDM) in 2009, a more generalized form [fused

filament fabrication (FFF)] enabled the self-replicating

rapid prototyper (RepRap) 3D printer project [2–4] to

develop and scale. The RepRap project was developed

using open source hardware protocols [5] around the

Arduino microcontroller [6, 7]. The expected rapid inno-

vation in the open source community [8] succeeded, and

dropped the cost of FFF 3D printers by several orders of

magnitude [9], spawned dozens of 3D printer start-up

companies, and brought 3D printing to prosumers at a rapid

rate [10]. This change had helped to lower the cost of an

open source RepRap style 3D printer, which makes it

economically viable for average consumers to offset pur-

chases with 3D printing [11]. RepRaps can reproduce more

than half of their own components and can self-upgrade,

which make them attractive for a wide range of applica-

tions including sustainable development and farming

[12–14], education [15–19], rapid prototyping standard

products [20, 21] to microfluidics [22, 23] small business

manufacturing [24–27], as well as scientific tools [28–31].

However, these low-cost printers are still short of the

reliability standards [32–35] that consumers are accus-

tomed to with other consumer products. Some works have

estimated a 20% failure rate for inexperienced 3D printer

users on DIY machines [11]. This is primarily due to

inherent challenges of FFF printing, which although far

improved in the last several years [36] persist, including

warping (the print peeling away from the print bed), ele-

phant foot (base of model bugles near print bed) or other

first-layer problems, lower region of model shrinks relative

to the middle, skewed prints or shifted layers, layer

misalignment (where a layer in z prints offset in x or
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y above the previous layer), missing layers, deformation

that causes cracks in tall objects, pillowing (where the top

of a print has holes or bumps from non-uniform top sur-

faces), stringing (e.g., extraneous thin strands of polymer

connect components on a plane of the model), under-ex-

trusion (where a solid wall is not formed between subse-

quent extrusion passes), over-extrusion (where too much

polymer is deposited), gaps in the top layers, visible lines

in the bottom layers, scars on the top surface from extru-

sion problems, or no filament comes out of the nozzle [37].

These errors cost money and waste time as they reduce

prosumer use due to frustration and reduce the environ-

mental benefits of distributed manufacturing [38–42].

To build on previous work in order to develop a low-cost

reliable real-time optimal monitoring platform for FFF-

based 3D printing, this study uses an algorithm for recon-

structing 3D images from overlapping 2D intensity mea-

surements with relaxed camera positioning requirements.

For single-side 3D printing monitoring, single- and double-

camera solutions are compared for the following variables:

six different 3D object geometries, five filament colors. The

results are compared between the two-camera setups as well

as the results of previously published techniques. The limi-

tations of this approached are detailed and future work is

described. The results are then discussed and conclusions are

drawn in the context of furthering the adoption of desktop

3D printing for distributed manufacturing.

2 Background

Several attempts have been made to improve the reliability

of 3D printers using high-resolution imaging. However, the

majority of this work has been based on high-cost, high-

resolution laser-based 3D printing systems. Kleszczynski

et al. [43] presented an overview of an error detection in an

EOS INT M 270 Laser Beam Melting System with a

monochrome CCD camera system, a tilt and shift lens to

reduce perspective distortion, and an adjustable tube for

changing height or reducing the distance between the lens

and the object. Similarly, Jacobsmühlen et al. [44] suc-

cessfully applied their images to inspect a powder bed AM

process result on a microscopic scale for flaw detection,

missing powder or low energy input, surface quality, and

measurements of part geometries. Later, Jacobsmühlen

et al. [45] showed that for providing high-resolution image-

based measurements, calibration of perspective correction

need to be done using their template matching approach

based on the experiment setup from [44]. Kleszczynski

et al. [46] presented two approaches to improve 3D printing

process stability including (1) using a high-resolution

imaging setup and (2) an enhanced version with a prox-

imity sensor. In addition, several commercial systems

based on proprietary computer visions systems are also

available for high-end printers. For example, the price for a

Sintavia relies on Concept Laser for 3D process monitoring

in real time for metal additive manufacturing system,

which costs around US$800,000 [47].

Relatively little work has investigated error detection in

prosumer desktop FFF-based 3D printing. Many commercial

FFF-based printers now incorporate some form of sensor to

detect clogged nozzles or lack of filament. For example,

re:3D, which sells the Gigabot brand of open source 3D

printers, has a filament detector available as an add-on

because their users have long ([10 h) print jobs. These

approaches all target a single catastrophic failure mecha-

nism. For full error detection, the work is based primarily on

monitoring Makerbot branded derivatives [48–53] of the

RepRap project. Baumann et al. met with limited success

that did not support flat objects and those with similar

material color with the printer using an open source software

approach with OpenCV [54] and Python [55] to detect errors

including detachment, missing material flow, and deformed

object with a Playstation eye cam [50]. Hurd et al. suc-

cessfully applied a mobile device to remotely monitor

internal and external errors with Samsung Galaxy Tab 3

[48]. Ceruti et al. met with limited success using an open

source software approach with Augmented Reality toolkit

(AR) [56], Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) algorithm

[57], and The RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC)

algorithm [58] to detect the differences between a reference

3D model (CAD) and the 3D printing model with a camera

and Augmented Reality Wuzix glasses [51]. Faes et al. had

nearly zero production failure in the z-direction to detect the

deposited tracks and to determine the dimension of interest

in a closed-loop feedback in an Extrusion-based 3D printing

(E3DP) with a modular 2D laser triangulation scanner [49].

Straub successfully applied a visible light scanning with a

multi-camera system and open source software approach

with C# and Dot Net Framework [59] to detect dry printing

when filament is not applied and premature job termination

when project is not complete with Raspberry Pi [60], five

Raspberry Pi cameras, and a visible light 3D scanning sys-

tem [52]. Straub provide an overview on how to characterize

an internal structures and covered surfaces defects of com-

plex objects with a Raspberry Pi (full specifications avail-

able at [60]), a multi-camera system (five Raspberry Pi

cameras), and a visible light 3D scanning system [53]. Other

complex systems have been investigated [61]. Flexible

plastic toys production line prototype systems with the

integration of a 3D printer, industrial robot, and machine

vision have been demonstrated in a laboratory environment

[63]. Finally, Cummings et al. [63] presented some pre-

liminary results with the detection and correction of filament

in closed-loop control for 3D printing using ultrasonic sig-

nals with limited success.
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3 Methods

This paper undertakes a detailed study of the use of an

algorithm for reconstructing 3D images from overlapping

2D intensity measurements with relaxed camera posi-

tioning requirements [63]. For this paper, experiments

were set up in two different ways: (1) using one camera

to capture a 2D image from a single 3D printing model to

create a 2D shape image, and (2) using two cameras to

capture two 2D images from a single 3D printing model

to perform a 3D reconstruction. A different algorithm is

used for each experimental setup, but the same type of

camera, printer, and tested objects are used. Due to the

distance between the camera and the printer for the

experiment setup, the field of view for both cameras can

cover the printed area of 70 mm in width and 60 mm in

height. To eliminate the shadow on the object scene, there

should be sufficient light sources. Both experimental

setups used the same 3D printer using a delta-style

RepRap, PointGrey cameras, distance between the camera

and the printer, distance between the light sources and the

printer, blue printing base, and filament brand. The rela-

tion of geometry between the 3D printer and the camera

system needs to be known for using camera calibration

technique to calculate the intrinsic and extrinsic parame-

ters for a specific camera setup. These parameters will be

used to correct for lens distortion and to determine the

location of the camera in the scene.

A low-cost (\US$500 in parts) [16] open source delta-

style polymer printing RepRap (MOST Delta) is used [64].

The MOST Delta is a RepRap [65] derived from the

Rostock [66] printer as shown in Fig. 1 with a cylindrical

build volume 270 mm in diameter and 250 mm in height

and overall dimensions of 375 mm diameter and 620 mm

in height. The cameras are set up on 1 side of the printer

580 mm from the outer edge as shown in Fig. 1. The

cameras used in this study are two identical 1394a Firefly

MVs, with an image size of 480-by-640 (height-by-width),

pixel size of which is 6 lm with square pixels, and a focal

length of 16.6 mm. The computer models chosen are a

Tyrannosaurus rex skull, cube, twisted gear vase, rectan-

gular prism, cylinder, and triangular prism are available

[67] as shown in Fig. 2. The printing parameters used are

layer height 0.2 mm, shell thickness 1 mm, unable retrac-

tion, bottom/top thickness 1 mm, fill density 20%, print

speed 60 mm/s (except the skull model, which used

20 mm/s), printing temperature 180 �C, diameter filament

1.94–1.98 mm, flow filament 100%, and nozzle size

0.5 mm. The PLA filament used in this experiment is

Hatchbox 3D PLA with dimensional accuracy ±0.05 mm

on 1 kg spools, 1.75 mm diameter with red, pink, glow,

black, and orange colors.

3.1 Single-camera setup

To detect an error from a single-camera setup, after simu-

lating a 2D shape image (CamearImage) of the 3D object, it

is compared to the 2D shape model (STLImage). To create a

STLImage, a rendered 3D model in OpenSCAD is saved into

stl file (STLImage), and then all data from stl file are plotted

in x, y, z axes using stlTools [68] to display the shape of the

rendered 3D model, which can be observed from different

viewpoints. The position of the viewer for plotting the model

needs to be set specify as the position of camera viewpoint

while taking an image. Thus, in the right position of the

viewer, the shape of the STLimage is saved as PNG image

type on xz-plane. The CamearImage is created after captur-

ing a 2D image from the 3D printing model. The background

is then removed and rendered white. Distortion is removed

from the image by intrinsic parameters from camera cali-

bration [69] following the details in the method. Next a

region of interest (ROI) is calculated from the image by

converting the color image into a gray-scale image, and then

converting it into binary image. The object area in the binary

image is converted to be white in color used as the ROI;

otherwise, it is converted to be black. The sizes of the object

in STLImage and CameraImage are defined by edge detec-

tion, and then the object size ratio between these two images

can be found for rescaling. After rescaling, edge detection is

applied again to find the min and max positions of the object

in both images for rectification. After rectification, any errors

in the process are detected by subtracting the simulated 3D

object image from the actual image. If the difference of

subtraction is greater than 5%, there is an error; otherwise,

there is no error flagged (see Fig. 3).

3.2 Two-camera setup

To detect an error from the two-camera setup between a 3D

printed object and a 3D reconstruction from two cameras,

the following process is used (Figs. 4, 5). First, the back-

ground is removed and rendered white from the images

taken from two cameras (LeftImage and RightImage).

Distortion and the ROI are calculated as above.

However, in the two-camera case, there is another

problem as points in 3D space must be matched between

the two images. To resolve this problem, the Scale

Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [70] and the Random

Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [58] models are applied for

rescaling and rectification. The algorithm for doing this has

been described previously [63].

Next, the error detection is obtained by comparing the 3D

printed object and 3D reconstruction image. If the difference

between the two is more than 5%, there is an error is identified;

otherwise there is no action taken to stop the print.
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3.3 Validation

The dimensions of the 3D printed objects are measured

with a digital caliper (±0.05 mm). A 3D reconstruction of

the object is created from two images and the object size is

calculated. Next, the sizes of both objects are compared to

calculate size difference, an error of the reconstruction. For

validation of this approach, six different test objects with

Fig. 1 MOST Delta printer with optical monitoring experimental setup

Fig. 2 Rendering of STL models for testing: a Tyrannosaurus rex skull, b cube, c twisted gear vase, d rectangular prism, e cylinder, and

f triangular prism
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different color filaments are printed including (a) Tyran-

nosaurus rex skull (pink), (b) cube (black), (c) twisted gear

vase (red), (d) rectangular prism (red), (e) cylinder (glow),

and (f) triangular prism (orange).

4 Results

The validation print images are shown in Fig. 6. They are

printed in order to detect missing material flow when the

supply of filament is cut during a 3D print.

The error detection from one camera was tested with

different geometries (Tyrannosaurus rex skull, cube, twis-

ted gear vase, rectangular prism, cylinder, and triangular

prism) with different filament colors (pink, black, red,

glow, and orange) because different colors give both dif-

ferent 3D printing results and can represent different

Fig. 3 Error detection for one-camera model flowchart

Fig. 4 Error detection for two-camera model part 1 flowchart: 1

checking 3D object calculation and 2 plotting stl object

Fig. 5 Error detection for two-camera model part 2 flowchart
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challenges for image processing. The error detection sys-

tem is tested with two different conditions: first, when the

3D printer finishes complete printing, and second when the

3D printer fails and a print is incomplete. Printing is tested

with different geometries as shown in Fig. 7 and Table 1.

Please note that the camera and OpenSCAD images are

silhouettes and not full images. Table 1 shows that the

shape errors are between 0.984 and 2.987%. This error is

acceptable because the error of shape difference is less than

5%.

The incomplete project has been tested with different

geometries between the camera image and SCAD image in

different conditions as shown in Fig. 13 and Table 2.

Table 2 shows that the shape errors are greater than 5%.

When the nozzle is clogged, or an incomplete project is

caused by filament running out that affects the 3D printing

shapes, then they are smaller than the SCAD models. The

one exception in this case is the triangle model that is less

than 5% between shape image (150 layers) and SCAD

Image (200 layers) because the top of triangle has a small

area (see Fig. 8).

The error detection for the complete project from two-

camera setup was tested with different geometries

(Tyrannosaurus rex skull, cube, twisted gear vase, rectan-

gular prism, cylinder, and triangular prism) with different

filament colors (pink, black, red, glow, and orange)

because different colors give us different 3D printing

results. A manual caliper is used to measure the width and

the height of the real object size in millimeters (the 3D

model printing) as shown in Fig. 9. The width and the

height of the 3D reconstruction is calculated after pointing

those points on the image to get the X, Y, Z positions

manually. The percentages of the error measurements for

the complete project for each geometry with different

colors for the width and the height are calculated after the

difference in the width and height are found in millimeter.

The 3D reconstruction for different geometries are shown

in Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 and the percentages of

errors are between 0.07 and 3.94 that there are accept-

able because the error of size difference is less than 5% as

shown in Table 3.

5 Discussion

The experiments demonstrate that both the single- and two-

camera setups can be used to detect any form of catas-

trophic FFF 3D printing error such as clogged filament.

This differentiates it from other more simple sensor-based

methods that can detect only one error. In addition, it opens

up the possibility to do far more detailed error detection

(e.g., inaccurate layers) and even for future advances to

correct these errors automatically during printing.

Table 3 summarizes the percentage of error for com-

plete printing between single- and two-camera setups. The

size error percentage of two cameras is less than the shape

Fig. 6 Original left and right image for different geometries with different colors: a Tyrannosaurus rex skull (pink), b cube (black), c twisted

gear vase (red), d rectangular prism (red), e cylinder (glow), and f triangular prism (orange) (color figure online)
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error percentage of single camera. However, the calcula-

tion time of two cameras setup is greater than that of the

single camera setup as the two-camera setup provided the

width and height error. There are more error details for the

double-camera setup than the single camera that provided

only the total shape error.

The error detection system works as designed for both

the single- and two-camera setups. To detect an error more

accurately, the perspective view of STLimage needs to be

set as the actual perspective view between cameras and the

3D printing object. It should be noted that a printed 3D

object usually has a small error when compared to its

designed 3D model because of the FFF process that

impacts error detection calculation. These experiments

show that the shape error detection can determine when the

printing has failed because the 3D printed objects are

Fig. 7 One-camera setup with different geometries: a Tyrannosaurus rex skull (pink), b cube (black), c twisted gear vase (red), d rectangular

prism (red), e cylinder (glow), and f triangular prism (orange)
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smaller than the SCAD models and the error percentage is

greater than 5%. However, the error detection system will

detect an error better than either process alone, when the

single- and two-camera setups are combined to detect error

together. While the 3D printer is printing, the single-cam-

era system detects a shape error every N layers because the

computation time is less than 10 s for the whole object. If a

shape error is greater than 5%, it will report to the user and

pause printing. If there is no shape error, the two-camera

system will start to detect a size error. If a size error is

greater than 5%, it will report to the user and pause

printing. If there is no size error, the 3D printer will con-

tinue. This combined method provides both the size and

shape error detection with required accuracy in reasonable

times for FFF printing.

Overall, the combination of the two methods (single and

double camera) was found to be the most effective. The use

of cameras can be less expensive than other methods used

Table 1 One camera: error measurements for each geometries

Object Skull Cube Twisted gear vase Rectangle Cylinder Triangle

Color Pink BlackPink Red Red Glow Orange

Size (mm) Axes W H W H W H W H W H W H

SCAD model 28.68 60.55 30.00 30.00 43.82 38.03 10.00 50.00 28.10 51.10 50.23 43.50

Shape error (%) 2.98 1.34 2.20 0.98 2.58 2.06

Calculation time (s) 6.64 6.90 7.07 7.16 9.03 6.56

W width, H height

Table 2 One camera: example

for error measurements when

the printings fail in different

layer heights

Layer heights Error (%)

Shape image SCAD image Skull Cube Vase Rectangle Cylinder Triangle

50 100 18.68 15.87 12.71 19.36 15.06 13.76

100 150 13.82 9.97 11.97 11.54 12.19 7.60

150 200 12.95 6.78 10.04 10.13 3.39

Fig. 7 continued
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to determine the accuracy of a 3D print such as a laser

scanning or sensor [49]. Using the single-camera method,

the computation time (6.9 s for 9 cm2) is faster than both

subtraction (fastest is 10 s for 6.25 cm2) and the searching

(fastest is 12 s for 6.25 cm2) algorithm developed by Hurd

et al. [48]. There are other methods to stop catastrophic

failures. For example, Barker developed a system that

works for delta-style RepRaps, which stops a print when

electrical connections are broken if any of the linking rods

are thrown [71]. In addition, to the increase in complexity

for the 3D printing system, this is also not generalizable to

other 3D printers that do not have magnetic bearings (e.g.,

most Cartesian-based printers). Early work has tried to

determine ways to use relatively expensive ultrasonic

sensors to detect errors with promise, but unreliable results

[63]. This method (100% detection) can detect an error

better than vision-based error detection for 3D printing

processes when missing material flow (80% detection)

Fig. 8 One-camera setup: error detection for different geometries

between camera and SCAD image. a Skull model between 250 layers

and full model. b Twisted gear vase model between 150 layers and

full model. c Cube model between 150 layers and full model.

d Rectangle model between 150 layers and 200 layers. e Cylinder

model between 150 layers and full model. f Triangle model between

100 layers and full model
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[50]. When the square model is tested printing every ten

layers when the layer height is 0.2 mm, the shape errors are

greater than 5% when the nozzle is clogged, or an

incomplete project. Using the single-camera method can

detect an error at 2 mm in height which is smaller than

5 mm [51].

Other solutions to 3D print failure provided in the

RepRap community have had video monitor of printing

[72], but the user has to stop the print manually if the user

detects an error through continuous human surveillance.

This obviously undermines one of the primary benefits of

bespoke automated fabrication with 3D printers because of

the necessary human involvement. The system described

here overcomes that issue to allow for automatic error

detection with no human oversight. However, the algo-

rithm here still has two fundamental limitations. First, the

finite (several seconds) of commutation time (as summa-

rized in Table 4) does not allow every layer to be moni-

tored in real time for small printed objects as the print

speed is faster than the analysis time. For larger more

Fig. 8 continued
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Fig. 9 Tyrannosaurus rex skull (pink): a width measurement and b height measurement (color figure online)

Fig. 10 Twisted gear vase (red): a width measurement and b height measurement (color figure online)
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Fig. 11 Cube (black): a width measurement and b height measurement

Fig. 12 Cylinder (glow): a width measurement and b height measurement (color figure online)
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complex prints, this is less of an issue and as the results

have shown here sampling a printed object after several

layers is adequate for catastrophic failures although it does

not enable real-time automatic error detection (and the

potential for real-time error correction). To get to that goal,

the computation time would need to be reduced. This may

be possible by streamlining the computation and removing

it from the Matlab environment. Doing the latter will also

overcome one of the other primary challenges to the use of

this method in the distributed manufacturing community,

specifically, although the algorithms provided here are

open source [73]. They currently are run in the Matlab

environment which costs $2150 [74]. This is not that

expensive for research or in higher end 3D printer appli-

cations, but represents a barrier to deployment in the low-

cost prosumer printers used for distributed manufacturing,

which generally cost in total $2500 or less (the RepRap

used in this study was $500 in parts).

In addition, to overcoming these limitations there are

several other areas of future research. First, this system

would be improved if it was applied to all sides of the

printing object. For future research, this error detection

system will be implemented and extended from the basic

approach into 360� around FFF-based 3D printing. It

will improve the object detection capability as there is

better understanding for the scene geometry and

therefore for object detection in the depth dimension.

Furthermore, to reduce the cost for adding the error

detection system to FFF-based 3D printing, low-cost web

cameras will be applied in this system. Using low-cost

optics will need to be vetted for its effects on the per-

formance of the system and the algorithms presented

here.

6 Conclusions

This paper described a low-cost reliable real-time moni-

toring platform for FFF-based 3D printing based on a

single- and two-camera system for a single side. The results

showed that both of the algorithms with a single- and

double-camera system were effective at detecting a clog-

ged nozzle, loss of filament, or an incomplete project for a

wide range of 3D object geometries and filament colors.

The error calculation was determined from the difference

in shape between STLImage and CameraImage, or the

different sizes between STLImage and the 3D reconstruc-

tion. Printing was stopped when these errors exceeded 5%.

The validity of this approach using experiments shows that

the error detection system is capable of a 100% detection

rate for failure detection. The combined method analyzed

here has a better detection rate and a lower cost to previous

Fig. 13 Triangle (orange): a width measurement and b height measurement (color figure online)
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Fig. 14 Rectangle (red): a width measurement and b height measurement (color figure online)
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methods. In addition, this method is generalizable to a wide

range of FFF 3D printer geometries, which enables further

adoption of desktop 3D printing for distributed manufac-

turing as wasted print time and filament are reduced.
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